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FACILITATOR EVALUATION SUMMARY 
 

Training: 
4034-1601 IAF & ILAC Requirements for 
Accreditations Bodies Facilitator(s): Ned Gravel 

Location: Ottawa, Ontario Date: September 7, 2016 
 

Item Met Participant Needs? 
 1 

No 
2 3 

OK 
4 5 

Yes 
Course Objectives: √ as appropriate below 

Were you given the opportunity to help define them? 1  1 3 13 

Were they well defined?   1 7 10 

Were they achieved?   2 5 11 

Course Content:      
Was the material appropriate?   4 7 7 

Complexity   (1=too complex or too simpleßàPerfect=5)   8 6 4 

Was the material clear to you?   6 10 2 

Volume  (1=too much or not enoughßàPerfect=5)  3 6 5 4 

Did the handouts fit with this training - did they help?   6 5 7 

Facilitator Methods:      
Did the facilitator allow sufficient discussion?   2 6 10 

Did the facilitator encourage participation?   1 5 12 

Did the facilitator help bring out new group ideas?   5 4 9 

Did the facilitator help close out discussions? 1  2 6 9 

Would you accept this facilitator again?  1 1 5 11 

Catering and Facility:      

Was the seminar facility appropriate for the course?   3 6 9 

Was the lunch and breaks service acceptable?  1 5 5 7 

 
 

Participant Feedback MOTIVA Response 
I didn’t think we needed to do round tables of what 
people wanted to get out of the course. 

I am not certain what is meant by this comment.  The 
groups answered all of the questions by group. 

A big subject area that could have used more time on 
each document. 

Agreed, but this was all the time that the host 
organization could devote to this activity. 

Training went on too long. It was obvious participants 
were discouraging and a lunch break should have 
happened at this point. 

Not all participants would agree with this comment.  
See previous comment. 

The “4” was based on questions towards end of 
course. Due to time the end was rushed but 
otherwise very well done. 

Very true.  See second comment above. 
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Participant Feedback MOTIVA Response 
The fundamental background was not provided 
sufficiently. Why these docs exist and how to use 
them. I feel we jumped in the weeds without a level 
understanding while these got us quickly to view 
some of the documents, it did not leave us with an 
appreciation for which docs “we” must follow and 
integrate as an AB i.e. mandatory vs guidance, policy 
vs regulatory, where we need to train our assessors. 
Where we need to inform and help guide our 
customers. 

This is very true for those participants who do not 
work every day in the requirements for the 
accreditation of CABs.  In order to do this in the 
manner needed by the commenter, the course 
should have lasted at least one more day.  This 
comment has been raised to the host organization.  
See second comment above. 

Too much irrelevant anecdotal information with a tight 
agenda and time frame. 

Agree with the tight timelines.  See second comment 
above.  Do not agree with dismissing the anecdotal 
information that accompanied the explanation of the 
requirements documents.  None of these 
requirements documents are absolute.  
Understanding their context is as important as 
understanding their content.   

 
Other comments: 
• Very interactive. Thank you. 
• Loved the T/F questions. 
• Good job.  
• Did like having group work exercises, some learning/knowledge exchange between colleagues.  


